Theses for discussion
Getting to the core of our pondering, we ought to note that the realization of the denominational policy in a communist state had always been conducted on two planes: -open, legal one, since there were always the attempts to preserve at least the appearances of the rule of law in all the official actions the communist authorities had undertaken towards the Churches. In the worst cases, the actions were legitimized in propaganda by referring to the support of democratic majority within a particular Church, which demanded the restitution of legal and democratic order in its religious community, hence various Temporary College of Authority, which, e.g. in case of Polish Autocephalous Orthodox Church (Polish Orthodox Church) had not been provided for in the act. Also accusations (mostly fake ones) towards clergymen of various denominations, as well as laymen detained during the proceedings against Churches, concerned mainly espionage, currency trade or the collaboration with the Germans during the occupation period 1 . The -classified, yet "legal" in accordance with the communist law and acts, and the classified and illegal, against even the law of the People`s Republic of Poland, nowadays defined as "communist crime" according to 1 It was only the decree from 5 th July1949 on the protection of the freedom of conscience and religion, Dz. U. 1949.45.344, that introduced legal sanctions for "the excessive use of the freedom of religion to achieve the aims hostile towards the system in the Polish People`s Republic" with the punishment for even preparations "to commit the crime". It might have been writing but not giving of a sermon that was not law-abiding". And the punishment was sever, even up to 5 years in prison.
DOI: 10.2478/lape-2018-0005 the regulations of the Act on the Institute of the National Memory 2 . The tactics as well as activities of the communist authorities could be summarized in several points, however one ought to remember that on no account could they be ordered chronologically. Various elements of the tactics had been applied simultaneously towards different individuals, organizational units of Churches. In one place, for instance, the property of a parish was confiscated (the state took over the Lutheran church of St Trinity in Warsaw), whereas in the other it had been returned (Protestants of Augsburg Confession regained their pre-war church building in Lipno, which after 1945 was used by the Catholics), the Orthodox Church received both material and organizational support (with a view to acquiring Greek Byzantine Catholics) in areas of the Recovered Territories, while at the same time the property of this Church was confiscated in the deserted due to relocation parishes in the eastern regions of Poland.
The recognition of "the opponent"
Through the data collected by the state administration responsible for denomination issues, i.e. at the central level by the Denomination Department of the Ministry of Public Administration and afterwards by the Office for Religious Affairs.
Through strong and directed invigilation with all the methods applied by the security apparatus: first of all by informers, but also eavesdropping techniques, the review of correspondence (perlustracja), etc.
The data on Churches and Communities was collected by the state administration officially responsible for denomination issues, independently, during their everyday work, for the sake of the office as well as ordered by upper level administration. There used to be also orders from the security apparatus.This was the case of collecting characteristics of all national Catholic and Lutheran clergymen 3 . The administration authori-ties, however, were mainly interested in the information necessary for the everyday work, i.e. the register of organizational units of Churches, their authorities, acts regulating their position (their complexity would be clarified to low level officials in the first after-war period in special circulars) internal statutes, registers of real property also for tax purposes, cemeteries, historical buildings, or the ones owned by the state but used by Churches ( for fiscal reasons, to claim the rent). Part of the information was conveyed, as it was in case of characteristics, to the security apparatus, which was collecting also the basic data. While reading the files from the first post-war period one may notice that the officials of the Security Office were rather inapt whole describing minority Churches, and were not fully familiar with the details, at times referring to terms used by Catholics 4 . Afterwards, however, their knowledge developed, also the one concerning the genesis and reasons for the origins of some Churches. There also appear agents` reports in the form of a concise history of a particular denomination and its apologia with some polemical or even accusative accents towards the Catholic Church
5
. It is not easy to answer the question whether the knowledge was acquired by public officials themselves or during some training. In the Ministry of Internal Affairs library run by the "C" Bureau, the studies were collected concerning particular Churches, including the ones dating back to previous years. The oldest position prepared for the state services came from 1947 6 . Obviously, the information on the organi- 4 The Archive of the Institute National Remembrance, Delegation in Bydgoszcz, [furtherj: IPN BY], sygn. 069/116, k.k, 3, 6-7, 9-20; IPN BY 069/1160, k. 1.
For several years according to the guidelines of Centralna Komisja Metodyczna (the organ recommending methods of managing the national archives) at Naczelna Dyrekcja Archiwów Państwowych (the Headquarters of Polish Archives) the method of standarizing the pagination of particular archival materials stored in the Institute of National Remembrance. Once, e.g. photos in an envelope marked with subsequent number did not bear numbers themselves, these days they frequently bear subsequent numbers like the pages of a stapled file. It results in the situation that the entries made by the author still in 2007 are slightly misleading when it comes to pagination. Since the author of the text has not managed to introduce all the corrections, he is forced to inform the Honorable Readers that the page numbers might be shifted 1 to 3 numbers forward.
5 "Evangelical Church is a small group loyal towards our statehood, which cannot be stated about the Roman Catholic Church ", IPN BY 069/1235, k. 179.
6 Bureau "C" was responsible, most of all, for operational register and the archive. In the library there are amongst the other the following studies: Religious sects and non-Catholic zational structure of the Church as well as the manner of taking decisions, i.e. who, which group and to what extent were responsible, were of significance.
At the level of district and county Security Office the information was obviously much more detailed. The description of a parish was a basic document. The seat, territorial range, count, social structure, (whether intelligentsia was prevailing or individuals of working class background), who the parson of the parish was. Beside these descriptions of clergymen passed from the field to Warsaw, there was also collected the description of so called parish activists, members of parish boards, records of all societies acting at churches, along with individuals in charge, at times including the full list of members, even though it might just be a parish choir. With the passing of time, along with the development of agency there appeared the records of all members of a parish. Apart from a name, surname, address, and date of birth, one could find there a short opinion of the following types: "loyal", "critical towards current reality", "secretive", "not active", "ex rich peasant ", "has a family abroad". The information on party membership and habitat during the war was also of significance. There also could appear the information on likely cooperation with the German during WW II.
At times one could encounter a standard form of a report 7 , as it was in case of the parish of Polish National Catholic Church in Grudziądz, whose characteristics was made every month and included in several elaborate points with subsections: 1. 88-89. 8 Informers on the lowest level in the hierarchy of undercover delators, were recruited to acquire basic information on individuals, institutions and to observe them. Apart from conveying information agents more actively participated in working out of individuals or groups. Residents were frequently full time employees of the Ministry of Public Security MBP (working secretly) or these were the individuals introduced into a group on 2. The number of cases run by the Ministry of Public Security at the target 3. The number of registered cases 4. The number of arrested in the target 5. The short review of situation in the target with particular focus on "personal changes of individuals in charge" and conflicts within parishes, organization of meetings, conferences, or any activity requiring involvement and group work. Monitoring the sermons of a clergyman and their possible political influence, as well as distributing any publishing amongst believers including the ones that were not entirely legal, was of importance. 6. The list of registered cases "concerning believers" 7. The influence of security organs on the situation of the "the target and its activities"
9 . There were also collected all possible materials that could be taken advantage of while blackmailing, useful at recruiting secret collaborators, or diversely, the ones that could be the evidence that a loyal informer could be gained due to the recognition of his, "patriotic and civic attitude". Also, the systematic analysis of agency work and evaluation of its usefulness was conducted10. Such materials were usually collected by agents, eavesdropping and checking correspondence. It happened that correspondence was not only checked but also conducted by secret collaborators of Security Office and Security Service to complete particular assignments. In Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, for instance, it was the invigilation of other clergymen, post-war emigration or former members of United Evangelical Church11. Unfortunately, the development of technology was advantageous for the progress in operational techniques of security services.
purpose and promoted in it, at the same time supervising several agents or informers subordinate to him, Methods of Operational Work p. 60, footnote. 161. This division was valid till 1960 r. Later on there was just one category-undercover informer.
9 .The points were reconstructed on the basis of IPN BY 069/1161, k. 26-29. 10 The Methods of Operational Work, doc. 31. 11 This was the exchange of letters between parson E. Sauter, i.e.TW(undercover informer) "Jan Stanisławski" and Artur Damic, the head of the parish board in Grudziądz and the member of synod, also registered as an informer of the Security Service IPN BY 069/1235, k. 151-156 and k. 211-213.
The attempts to put "the religious scene" in order
The legal recognition by the state of Churches, which during the period of the Second Republic were religious organizations barely tolerated in accordance with the rules of the freedom of conscience and religion guaranteed to the citizens and inhabitants of Poland in accordance with articles 111 and 112 of the 1921 Constitution 12 , or acquired recognition on the grounds of the partition legal regulations, Supporting, inspiring and planning "religious scene", the attempts of merging and unifying some Churches and denominations in the name of "ecumenical rules". Here we also place the legal subjection of all EvangelicalLutheran parishes to the power of Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession.
In order to simplify and quicken the legal procedure of recognizing Churches by the state the pre-war practice of associating the legal recognition with passing by the Polish Parliament (Sejm) the act on the state attitude towards a particular religious society after the previous agreement on its content with the rightful representation of this Church was resigned from 13 . As a consequence, legal recognition by the state based on this formula was acquired (beside Catholic Church) merely by six other religious organizations of religious and national minorities 14 . This altered procedure, which by the way was supported by the part of specialists on religious law (also of Catholic background) 15 , provided for the recognition in an administrative act basing merely on art. 116 of the 1921 Constitution, which stated that, "The recognition of a new or so far legally unrecognized denomination will not be denied to religious societies, whose organization, teaching or system are not against public order, nor public decency". Since there was no mention of the legal form of the recognition, a suitable, ordinance of the Ministry of Public Administration in accordance with its competences was to suffice. Such a manner of recognition obviously would not mean the regulation of the state`s attitude towards a particular Church, or the precise determination of the state offices competences towards the Church, issues of administration supervision, or the internal autonomy of religious organizations guaranteed in the act. Obviously, this state was advantageous for communists who did not need to initiate works on legal solutions, which could possibly limit them in the future.
Still, the Methodist Church acquired the recognition on the basis of the decree on the state`s attitude to the Methodist Church in the Polish Republic from 16 th October 1945. Its content was remarkably short and consisted of barely 5 articles 16 . The legal position of the Methodist Church had been strong since then, and based on a legal act of a higher rank, and its regulations, however brief, did not differ from the pre-war ones. Apart from the guarantees of equal rights and the freedom of conscience and religious cult, the document determined its independence and, "the freedom from any foreign superiority". It confirmed the fact that the Church was ruled with its internal law. The statute required, though, the confirmation of the Council of Ministers. The decree granted legal entity to both to the as a whole, as well as its parishes, and confirmed the right to purchase and sell chattel and real property. It also granted the Methodist clergymen the entitlements of a registry office civil servants. Due to the brevity of its regulations the act was decidedly more liberal compared to the pre-war regulations of its kind as, for example, it did not condition the appointment on Church positions on administrative authorities, or the requirement of having Polish citizenship by the clergymen, it also did not include the obligation of the agreement on the part of secular authorities for selling or purchasing real property, neither did it require the duty of signing the loyalty oath to the state by members of the church authorities.
Another Church that gained the recognition of the new Polish authorities was Polish National Catholic Church. It did not, however, acquired it on the basis of the act, like the Methodist Church, or even on the basis of ordinance. Its authorities simply received the official letter from the Ministry of Public Administra-tion dated for 1 st February 1946 including the information on the legal recognition on the basis of art. 116 and the promise of agreeing on a separate act on the State`s attitude towards the Polish National Catholic Church. However, it was not an ordinance since it would require the publication in Journal of Laws (Dz.U.) The fact that several days later an appropriate circulatory had been sent to all the voivods was not enough. Therefore, it could be perceived as the declaration on the part of the Ministry of Public Administration at the most, and an internal by-law, which imposed a particular manner of behaviour on civil servants. The Polish National Catholic Church authorities were aware of this solution`s` weakness, forwarding a motion to publish an appropriate ordinance over a year and a half later 17 . It had never happened, though. We must agree with the opinion of J.Dziobek-Romański that, "One ought to take into account here the freedom to rescind the act of recognizing the Church, which the administrative rescript undoubtedly was, articulated in such a manner. In many respects the legal situation of the above mentioned three Churches looked similar to the legal situation of the Catholic Church after terminating the concordat of 1925. Without taking into consideration the legal aspect of this termination, the resolution of the Provisional Government of National Unity from 12 th September 1945 had not been published in Journal of Laws, but announced in daily press, and the termination of concordat was accompanied with a declaration: "The Provisional Government of National Unity announces that as it has not limited in any way the activities of the Catholic Church so far, likewise it still guarantees the Catholic Church the entire independence in acting within the acts in power".
Hence, since May 1946 there had been four Churches whose legal situation was not regulated in a separate act, and which were treated as legally recognized denominations on the basis of the one-side declaration of the Polish authorities, and whose fundamental rights resulted from art. 111-115 of 1921 Constitution. Obviously, the actual situation and position of the Catholic Church in society was of great significance and due to the support of millions of the Poles it was in a much more advantageous situation compared to other denominations.
New legal regulations had also been issued for some of the Churches existing on the basis of legal acts dating before 1914, i.e. Prussian, Austrian and Russian law. One decree from 5 th September 1947 comprised the believers of two fractions oft he Mariavite Church, Old Catholic Church and Reformed Evangelical Church 22 . This legal act, however, was specific due to several aspects. On the one hand, it referred to the previous practice and interpretation of art. 115 of 1921 Constitution statutorily confirming that all the three Churches, "acquire the character of religious organizations legally recognized in the whole territory of Poland", which aborted territorial limitations, inherited from the partition period, which was binding them during the period of the Second Republic, on the other hand the entire positive content of the decree was limited to art. 2, which declared that "the internal relations" of the Churches "are to be determined by their internal legislation, due to be approved by the Council of Ministers". The guarantee of freedom and religion, as well as the basic rights had to be interpreted from the Constitution regulations. The third, longest article, since it included 13 paragraphs, correlated legal acts (still the ones from the partition period), which were losing their validity, even though they were regulating more thoroughly the rights of the state administration within the range of supervision over these denominations, as well as the rights themselves or the organization of the Churches 23 . Although, these short regulations referred to all three religious organizations together, they also bore different legal consequences for each of them.
Most of all, the decree was establishing legally a new Church, the Old Catholic Church. After the decree had come into power, it became an independent religious organization, since from then on, according to the Prussian law from 1875, Old Catholics made however a separate, yet religious community within the Catholic Church, and "Old Catholic parishes did not establish independent system units, but became a constituent part of Roman Catholic parishes, with separate spiritual administration functioning on the basis of a special ordination for the Old Catholic church commune" 24 . Of course, in practice it was not about parishes originating directly from the Old Catholic movement, but about a group of communes and clergymen of undetermined number remaining, at the moment of announcing the decree, under the jurisdiction of bishop Zygmont Szypold (ex Mariavite) 25 . Moreover, it ordered, although actually only seemingly, the issues of the Reformed Evangelical Church in the Polish Republic with the Consistory in Warsaw. It acquired the character of a religious organization legally recognized on the whole territory of the state, anticipated the determination of its system by internal regulations approved by the Council of Ministers later on. Since it terminated Tzar`s order and the regulations on the management of the issues of the Reformed Evangelical Church in the Kingdom of Poland (Congress Poland) from 20 th February 1849, in this way "The Church was deprived of even these brief system rules which determined them" 26 . Interestingly, the decree did not terminate the regulations concerning the Reformed Evangelical Church of Vilnius Community, which had its parishes in Lublin during the pre-war period 27 , neither did it decide on the fate of reformed parishes, which had previously been the parishes of Union Evangelical Church, both within the pre-war borders as in the Regained Territories 28 . When it comes to Mariavites the decree slurred over the actual division of this denomination into two Churches with different hierarchies, internal organization and doctrine. The derogating clause comprised, like in the case of the reformed ones the Tzar`s regulations, hence also this church (Churches) did not have their own internal law which would be accepted by the state authorities.
Undoubtedly, it was a purposeful activity of communist authorities, which had no intention of to bind themselves with legal obligations that would make it difficult to introduce denominational policy favoured by them. Contrary to appearances, the lack of detailed regulations would initially allow Churches to avoid deep interference into their internal issues.
The situation changed when on 5 th August 1949 communists altered the pre-war regulations on societies 29 . Most importantly, every religious society which had not been legally recognized was subdued to the regulations of the law on societies. Additionally these regulations referred to convents, spiritual congregations and all societies of religious character of legally recognized Churches. All of them had to be registered th August 1949 30 in order to be registered they were obliged to submit thorough documentation including, e.g. the statute (constitution) of the convent, "the list of the board members (the heads of the province or convent or spiritual congregation) and their functions", the register of convent houses with the list and data of their heads, the register of all institutions, unit (educational, economic, charity) run by the convent, complete register of real estate and the overall number of the convent or spiritual congregation members. This made it possible to gain the information that previously was difficult to acquire 31 . Additionally, due to the regulations of the act on the right to consociate itself the state authorities acquired broad supervision over them. It concerned the finances, property disposal, insight into documents, also the confidential ones 32 . The authorities could deprived the Churches registered as societies of the right to take advantage of the public collection, as well as delegate their representatives to each assembly of the church authorities (legal organs of a religious society). Moreover, they had the right to apply admonition and objections towards issued by-law, suspension of the activity of religious societies, and even dismantling. They also had the possibility to prolong almost endlessly the registration of religious societies, even if delivered documents met all the formal requirements. It was enough to claim that establishing new religious society, "does not appeal to the sake of social avail" 33 36 Obviously, the fact that this initiative is the best-known one does not mean that it is the most thoroughly explored. We will not make an attempt to clarify all the doubts, focusing on the issues that are not discussable. The issues concerning believers of Augsburg Confession took another course. Before the war in the Second Republic there inhabited over 835 thousand people declaring themselves as Protestants. Almost 425 thousand declared the Augsburg Confession, 270 thousand United Evangelical Church believers, over 100 thousand "Protestant without clear determination", and below 34 thousand Reformed. When it came to nationality as many as 72% of Protestants were German (and analogically 81% of Germans were protestants). The Poles constituted 26% of the minority (only 1% o the Poles declared to be Protestants). Even in the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, the most numerous religious organization in the Second Republic, they were 31-34% minority that
On the old Polish territories, which had not been taken away by Stalin, the national proportion of amongst Protestants transformed entirely. All of the five above mentioned denominations, apart from the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, had practically ceased to exist. Their churches, parishes got deserted, despite the fact that legally they were still legal entities of religious organizations which were formally recognized by the state. The authorities of the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession were continuously soliciting for the actual and legal liquidation of the United Evangelical Church on the whole territory of the state within its new frontiers. The first appeals referring to subduing the United parishes in Poznań region and Pomerania to the authority of the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, and gradually also the parishes in the Regained Territories, were forwarded to the Ministry of Public Administration already in the first months of 1945 40 . In the following year the ministry received further petitions from Evangelical believers, the National Evangelical Council, the Consistory of the Evangeli- the Church of Christ e.g. Paweł Bajeński, had been entangled with the dense network of delators. These individuals pretending to be kind acquaintances, or even remaining "friends of the family" gained information by talking to wives and children. The invigilation did not only concern the prominent Church personalities. The same thorough observation was applied also to a small community in Dorposz Chełmiński, a small village. It was a community consisting of 3-4 families, of whom the best educated ones had primary school education and the illiteracy was not rare. This group of not more than a dozen of poorly educated peasants had been qualified as likely to act "against the state interests, and be the base for Anglo-American intelligence".
The arrests amongst the believers of Evangelical Churches had place on 19 th /20 th September 1950. They affected leaders of particular Churches as well as common members. Also the above mentioned P. Bajeński got arrested, as well as an ordinary housewife from the vicinity of Chełmno szcz, where the board of the United Evangelical Church parish did not agree to use the prayer room by its ex cobelievers 50 . At the same time, there was no agreement for the registry of the Church of Christ of Evangelical Confession as a religious society, since according to the Office of Religious Affairs its establishment, "does not correspond with the sake of social avail" 51 . The last Protestant community forced with administrative and economic repression returned under the jurisdiction of the United Evangelical Church in 1962 52 .
Taking control over the Churches
Taking the actual control over the Churches (entirely or partly). It was affected to a great extent by the structure of authorities of religious organization. The stronger the role of, e.g. synod, the election by more numerous group, the more difficult task it was. At times it was preceded with the alterations in the internal law of some churches, the best example being the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession. However, it was accompanied with the construction of "spiritual patriots" fractions within the religious organizations. It was accomplished by: -appointing individuals cooperating with the security apparatus or entirely submitted to the communist authorities to hold church functions. In extreme cases these were individuals directed purposefully by security-state authorities to work in a particular Church. -the further acquisition of agents from amongst the clergymen (all) and laymen, focusing on individuals in the position in Church authorities or likely to hold them due to their predispositions, as well as supporting their careers. Also during the merging actions some inconvenient individuals holding high positions in Church could be relegated, and some denominations could cease to function independently. -taking advantage of possibilities granted in acts to influence the manning of church posts in pre and post-war legislation, occasionally interim actions, as it has been mentioned demanded by a democratic majority in a particular Church.
-such a property and financial policy of the state towards the Churches that could be summarized in two words "giving-taking", leading to material dependence of Churches on the state. Due to this type of actions the assumption was constructed on the" friendliness" of the authorities towards minority Churches, and "benefits" of obedient attitude towards authorities.
In connection with the forced merger of Evangelical churches the actual control over the new religious organizations was taken. It was in no way a coincidence, but the purposeful actions conducted in a planned and intended manner. In this case with the use of every, including criminal and extremely brutal methods.
As mentioned before the arrests amongst believers of Evangelical denominations were held during one day and night in all over the country. 53 . In spite of the credibility of the source the number seems to be underestimated. Why? Because in Dorposz Chełmiński, where according to fake statistics the number of believers and supporters was determined to be 31, as many as 9 were arrested, and 18 members of the community were interrogated 54 ! We ought to bear in mind that there were at least one hundred communities or outposts of that kind all over Poland 54 For instance, the postman was considered to be a supporter, since he was systematically visiting the seat of community, i.e. the house of the head of the community, Rybarczyk the farmer. He was visiting it regularly and delivering brochures sent by post because it was his job. The whole material referring to the Protestant community in Dorposz IPN BY 069/1149. 55 The arrested were divided into three groups according to the aim of the arresting. The first one included individuals were to be released after short arrest and testify. In the second one, there were to be previously marked individuals, who after testifying and intimidation were to be recruited as secret collaborators. The third one consisted of individuals who were to undergo a thorough investigation 56 . The results of action "B" were highly estimated. As it was reported, "The Organs of Internal Security have manned agency in the majority of the above mentioned sects". The first task the recruited ones were to perform was to describe the United Evangelical Church. It was possible since agents held, "the head positions in the mentioned sects". This made it possible to plan not only "merging into one religious organization" but also "appointing homogenous management consisting of individuals, who would guarantee loyal and positive realization of general state and operational assignments".
Slightly less drastic measures had been applied while replacing the church authorities of Polish National Catholic Church. Less drastic since the scale of arresting was smaller. Beforehand, a thoroughly appointed group of clergymen "concerned" with the state of the Church appealed in the letter from 5 th December 1950 to J. Cyrankiewicz for the appointment and intervention 64 The most comprehensive information on the tragic circumstances of the death of bishop Padewski and the doubts connected with it written by H. Winiarczyk-Kossakowska, The Legal Acts of the 3 rd Republic p. 396-7. 65 The accusation might have been true, however J. Dobrochowski, was removed since he had fulfilled his task and was replaced with more useful individuals. Białecki, The National Church, p. 69-70, p. 73. 66 Białecki, The National Church, p. 70, footnote. 156 and p. 73, footnote. 163 and 164.It had been conducted on the basis of the characteristics of clergymen that had been made all over the country, see footnote. 5. In July 1952 it was possible to convoke II Assembly of Clergy. It had been preceded by the deanery assembly (secular believers were allowed to take part in them), whose course was reported by the agents to avoid any unexpected situations 67 . At the assembly a new composition of bishop Curia was determined and new consecrations of new, unanimously elected bishops: J. Pękala and E. Kriegelewicz, were performed. The name of the Church was changed to break its associations with PNCC in the USA.
The consecrations of bishops took place during I Synod of Common Catholic Church held from 8 th to 11 th November 1952. Mariavite bishops Wacław Maria Bartłomiej Przysiecki and Roman Maria Jakub Próch-niewski were the consacratores There was no doubt that the state authorities had taken the control over the Polish Catholic Church entirely.
The elections of the highest authorities of Polish Catholic Church were conducted in a seemingly democratic manner by selected and intimidated group. The fact the legal regulations concerning the National Church were imperfect made the case easier. Election procedures could be customized for the current needs.
However, in the Church where the synod system had long tradition, and clergymen and members of authorities were of high intellectual and moral level (excluding the Security Services informers) conducting elections according to the wishes of the state apparatus was not an easy task. The best example being here the difficulties the state administration and Security Office encountered during the election of a bishop in Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession.
As mentioned before, Lutherans in Poland were in a special position. National transformation, the loss of half of the believers, the death by murder of main activists, whose authority reached far beyond the circles of EWANG, as in case of J.Bursch, resulted in the weakening of the Church after the occupation period. Moreover, the communist authorities could take advantage of all the measures given by the pre-war decree in issues concerning the supervision over this denomination. The statutory possibilities of influencing the manning of posts in Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession by the authorities were remarkably wide. They also had at their disposal some measures for exerting pressure when it comes to the property issues of the Church. This influence had increased remarkably in the post-war period. War damage, and most importantly the takeover of pos-sessions of numerous deserted parishes, contributed to the impoverishment of this religious organization.
There Amongst errors and mistakes, and maybe purposeful actions (?), one can mention the qualification of the property of a legal entity of the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession as abandoned (post-German) property, which due to this qualification was becoming the property of the state.
Additionally, the already mentioned act from 1947 included then parishes of United Evangelical Church, Old Lutheran Church, and Evangelical Church of Augsburg and Helvetian Confession into Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, however without the majority of the property of incorporated parishes! Only in cases when Polish Lutherans took under its rule the property of previously German churches before 30 th September 1946, it became the property of the new Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession parishes. The remaining property of the three churches became the property of the state.
Later on a lot of trouble was caused by the free interpretation of the act from 20 th March 1950 on the overtaking by the state of properties Churches acquired in the last wills (dobra martwej ręki -the property of a dead hand), guarantee to the parsons the possession of farms and establishing the Church Fund 72 . As the Consistory wrote to the Office of Religious Affairs, "It was a distortion to take over on the basis of this act the following: churches, chapels, the houses of prayer, presbyteries, parish houses, gardens, several-hectare plots located in cities and towns which had nothing to do with "land property" referred to in art. 1 of the Act. It was, due to particular concentration of real estate of this type in this area, particularly severe". In 1955 the Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession made the list of real estate which were in its possession, but not under its rule. These were 25 churches, 10 larger chapels, 138 cantors offices (in this number smaller chapels and the houses of prayer) and 39 "other objects" of different kind. They were taken advantage of by, in order according to the official letter of Consistory, "the local level state authorities, the units of state and socialized economy, as well as units of the Roman Catholic Church".
The loss could not have been compensated with acquisition handed to Lutherans from United Evangelical and Old Lutheran church property, even if some of the pre-war parishes in the old West Territories of the Second Republic had been significantly benefited 73 . Hardly ever did the authorities make a gesture and led to regaining by Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession its pre-war property. If it happened, they made an attempt to kill two or even three birds with one stone. The splendid example being church in Lipno. The Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession parish in this town had already existed as the parish of this Church before the war. After the war the church building in Lipno was taken by Camillians
74
. The Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession regained it in September 1950. This was not, however, associated with the liberalization of denomination policy, but the signing so called Zgorzelec agreement on 6 th July 150 between Poland and the communist German Democratic Republic. Taking the church from Camillians and giving it back to Lutherans, allowing the parish consisting of German nationality individuals to function, and celebrate mass in German, communists strictly determined its position in the ranks, realized in practice the policy of friendship between two states of the people`s democracy, and to some extent gained the gratitude of Lutherans giving back their property, as well as strengthened the position of local parson, R.Trenkler, trusted by the authorities, as an efficient spokesperson of the parish interest 75 . In order to develop the network of informers the advantage was taken of, "the State bailout which could be granted for the church assuming that they will be supported for a particular activity"
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. 73 Comparing the acquisitions of Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession with the ones of the Roman Catholic Church. 74 Of course, gaining agents at the highest positions or the ones prognosticated to reach high rank in the church had not been abandoned. When in the Ministry of Public Security so called "analysis of the internal situation in churches" was being prepared in 1951, the remark was made that, "Recently 4 informers have been recruited that are tipped for the head positions in the new authorities of the church (...)". The activation of new agents aimed at, "granting the constant influence on the church management (...)". It had been planed to "lead to the election of authorities in accordance with the enclosed list in association with the oncoming Synod held on 18 th November 1951". Their main task was to prepare well new elections to the new Synod, which was to be held in the following year. It was then, that the new, entirely reliable "executive authorities" of the Church were to be elected. 77 As it seems, the scenario reminded of the one introduced at that time in Polish National Catholic Church. In case of Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, however, they did not manage to implement it so rapidly. It was only when A. Wantuła, i.e. TW "Barański", was placed at the bishop`s office, that the plan from 1951 could be marked as fulfilled. This, however, had place in 1959 in entirely different political reality of war incitement and appealing to the clergymen and the believers of Protestant churches abroad to fight for peace, deprecation of the remilitarization of Germany, as well as the appeal to "anti-Nazi Protestant activists of Germany for the common struggle for peace". The future "Tasks for the management of church" had also been appointed. Since the preparations for the election of the destined heads at the following synod were of the greatest significance, there were two additional tasks: the development of 'mass popularization" of "Evangelical Watch Tower" and granting it a suitable ideological profile 81 as well as the work amongst "the indigenous inhabitants most importantly Mazurians". On the other hand, they wanted to prevent the development of the Church by establishing new parishes and pastoral posts. Its extension could only be possible on "the account of Methodists", Lutherans were to displace them gradually. The overall balance of parishes would not be altered then. It was to be the supervised process so that the Church would not gain authority beyond the religious matters 82 . The attempts were also made to take advantage of RE lessons still present at schools by removing Methodist RE teachers, and replacing them with Lutheran ones 83 . Today we are aware of the fact that not all of these plans had been realized successfully.
In this part of the study I am intending to refer to the frequently appearing statement concerning the creation of "counterbalance for the Catholic Church out of religious minorities". Using minority Churches against the Catholic Church, frequently without particular unwillingness and quite often with the acceptance on the side of the interested ones, was the fact. However, claiming that the "counterbalance" had been created is an overstatement, like establishing the past that had never existed. Since which denomination, even supported by the authorities (and each case of the support from the 81 Kłaczkow, Evangelical Church of Augsburg Confession, p. 454-463. 82 Ibidem, p. 46. 83 It was the measure applied towards other denominations. The attempts were made to apply such methods towards Catholics. For instance, when the school church in Grudziądz was taken away and passed to Polish National Catholic Church (20 th December 1947 ), order of the Holy mass for children and the youth planned for the following day in the Advent period had not been altered. They were to be performed without giving a notice by a national parish priest. Gomza.However, when on 21
st December 1947 at 9.00 he entered the church, almost all the young people "informed the day before by Catholic clergymen " rushed out of the church shouting "oh you nationals, crawlers", IPN BY 069/1161, k. 68.
communists was a discrediting a Church in the view of the society) could become the counterbalance for the Catholic Church in Poland? Taking into account proportions alone, on the one side 23 million Catholics of Latin rite, whereas on the other approximately 900 thousand religious minorities, over half of which were national minorities 84 . Polish Orthodox Church basically consisted only of national minorities and was perceived as a foreign, Moscovite denomination, could not possibly be the alternative of any kind. The second largest Church, Evangelical of Augsburg Confession, even though it had lost its most valuable Polish clergymen, e.g. bishop J.Bursche, during the war, had to struggle against odium of Germanity, resulting from the fact that Germans had constituted the majority in it since the collapse of the Third Reich. Using the minority Churches in propaganda actions and campaigns of the state authorities striking directly or indirectly at the Catholic Church in Poland is commonly known 85 , yet one ought to admit that the direct influence of religious organizations on the society due to the number of their believers was but slight, and in order to achieve its aim the authorities had to harness additionally the state press, radio and later on TV 86 . There was, however, one area where the word "counterbalance" was justified. It did not concern the Poles but national minorities, though. It was so called "orthodoxization" of Greek Byzantine Catholics. In its classical shape in Ukraine, Romani and Slovakia, it was following one pattern. The Synod was held, organized and manipulated by communists, for every of Unite Church (Greek Byzantine Catholic): in Lwów 1946 (Ukraine), Alba Julia 1948 (Romania), Preszow 1950 (Slovakia). At Synod delegates, brought there and intimidated, announced the annulment of the church Union act, and declared the return of the old Church to Orthodoxy. The removing and arresting of bishops, forcing clergymen to subdue to new heads appointed by communists, gradually led to the stability of new-old structures. It was obviously associated with making the legal activity impossible for the ones who preserved Greek Byzantine Catholic rite. The prohibition was justified with the will of believers themselves, expressed freely at the synod 87 . When it comes to the situation in Poland it was quite unique. After the displacement of the Ukrainian population to the Ukrainian Soviet Republic (and the Polish population from the Republic) on the basis of international agreements, at the end of 1946 there still remained circ. 150 thousand Ukrainians, Lemkos, Boykos and Hutsuls. They were dislocated a year later, in 1947, to the new Polish territories in the North and West within the "Vistula" action 88 . As a result, Greek Byzantine Catholic and Orthodox church structures had been destroyed in these areas 89 . Hence, it was not possible, like in other countries, to transform Greek Byzantine Catholic parishes into Orthodox ones even in administrative scope, since the first ones were practically non-existent in Western Pomerania, Lower Silesia, or East Prussia. Obviously, there was no permission for the establishing of new Greek Byzantine Catholic parishes, or even practise the religion in new places of settlement, where the Ukrainian-Greek Byzantine Catholic population inhabited in dense communities 90 . Also the Orthodox encountered difficulties, however lesser ones. By the end of the 1940s at least 32 Orthodox pastoral outposts (parishes or their branches) had Council from 1957, "It ought to be admitted that between 1951 and 1956 the state authorities had no interest in the development of religious organizations. The standpoint of the political management at that time was that the possible support for religious minorities was pointless, and some advantages could be gained only when a citizen breaks his resolution with a particular organization and accepts the views based on science"
98 . Hence it is clear that the ultimate aim of communists was to build the new free from "religious superstition "society. The banning itself could not lead to achieving this aim, however was a significant, milestone step towards reaching it. In our view the period between 1947/48 and 55/56 was the time of intense preparations for the future liquidation or rather banning of religious organizations. Several religious organizations had experienced strong repressions, which apart from the arresting of hundreds individuals resulted in the deaths of a couple of dozen, especially in small religious organizations of the United Evangelical Church and the Jehova`s Witnesses
99
. These activities were not effective, anyway as it seems they did not aim at the liquidation of these religious organizations, however in the first case it was subduing it to the denominational authorities (security apparatus), and in the second the destruction of the structures, disorganization and weakening the structures of Jehova`s Witnesses 100 . The liquidation plans towards the Churches in Poland were postponed and the decision was made to 98 K. Białecki, The National Church p. 28. 99 The number of 100 thousand believers, which Jehova`s Witnesses claimed in 1947 does not seem credible, since the repressions were to touch 90% members of this religious organization, i.e. 15 thousand people, see K. Urban, The Orthodox Church, p. 26, footnote. 33. 100 We do not mention here the special case of the Old Catholic Church, whose legal recognition was withdrawn by the Office of Religious Affairs, seemingly because after the death of bishop. Z. Szypold the remaining believers ceased any activity and did not appoint any legal representation o this religious organization. This church had been in a permanent financial and personal crisis or several years any way, without any special "attempts" on the side o the state authorities. After the election or nomination of bishop I. Wysoczński for the head of the church had not been acknowledged and the few properties the church owned had been taken away the church existed without legalization. More on this issue, T. await the suitable moment. The change of tactics concerning the Church did not only result from the change of internal policy of communists in Poland in 1956. It was already in November 1955 that it was admitted that despite the intentions of state and party authorities the Catholic Church, " will remain for the long time in the communist system", at the same time propounded focusing on limiting its influence and fighting against its "hostile activities", as well as limiting "merely" to the liquidation of convents. It did not mean, of course, retiring from the main aim, but applying slower pace in achieving it. It simply meant that in Poland something else had to suffice, namely the continuous invigilation of all Churches and religious organizations in Poland. This situation can be illustrated by paraphrasing the statement of a victim of Soviet religious repressions, Tania Chodkiewicz, "You are not forbidden to pray... as long as your prayers are heard but by the God".
